It is shown that the stochastic quantization method of Parisi and Wu determines the vacuum structure of the spontaneously broken theories by the stochastic Schwinger-Dyson equation which, in the equilibrium limit, reduces to the ordinary Schwinger-Dyson equation and is solved in Pi-expansion of the contributing stochastic diagrams. The method explains the nonanalytic behavior, or the two-valuedness of order parameter at vanishing source. It incidentally avoids the problem of complexity and convexity of the effective potential in a totally different manner. The stochastic Schwinger· Dyson equation for the growing order parameter is explicitly solved in some simple cases including a )..if/ theory with both unbroken and spontaneously broken potentials, the Goldstone and the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio models in the lowest order approximation. Ward-Takahashi identities in the spontaneously broken theories are also derived using the Langevin equation without recourse to the path-integral nor the operator formalisms. § 1. Introduction
In addition to the canonical and path-integral formalisms the stochastic quantization of Parisi and Wu 1 ) provides the third alternative of the second-quantization of field theory. It is based on the purely classical notions using the Langevin equation well-known in the theory of the Brownian motion. Thus field variables are considered to be the random ones subject to the Langevin equation with respect to an extra time coordinate (or the fifth-time) r, reproducing quantum Green's functions in the hypothetical thermodynamic limit r--'>CO. In euclidean formulation the nonperturbative proof of the equivalence of the method to the conventional quantization schemes is well-established.
The Parisi-Wu formalism has been applied 2 ) to various problems in field theory including both non-gauge and gauge theories. In this method the Boltzmann factor e-s in the path-integral formula can be derived from the Langevin equation, but one need not work in the path-integral, thereby avoiding the precise definition of the measure. This is interesting because the path-integral bothers us with the problem of the measure. In this connection we recall gauge theories and anomalies. The purpose of this paper is to apply the stochastic quantization to reformulate the spontaneous breakdown of symmetry, which leads to the concept of the growing order parameter 3 ) in the spontaneously broken theories. It turns out that the Parisi-Wu method is capable of describing the spontaneous symmetry breaking without modifying the symmetric lagrangian, but a set of the stochastic diagrams in broken theories is generated by introducing a constant linear source. The result is formulated by an evolution equation for the growing order parameter, which becomes a quasi-linear, partial differential equation in the tree approximation. We solve the quasi-linear, partial differential equation by the method of the characteristic equations and find some interesting properties to be reported in this communication. We also compare our method with the path-integral formulation regarding the convexity and complexity of the effective potentia1.
)-7)
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we succinctly review the generating functional method of the Parisi-Wu stochastic quantization after Fukuda and Higurashi 8 ) and derive the stochastic Schwinger-Dyson equation which generalizes the usual Schwinger-Dyson equation for the generating functional of the connected Green's functions and reduces to the latter in the equilibrium limit. We then derive an evolution equation for the 7J-average of a scalar field for a J..¢} theory in § 3, study properties of its solutions for both unbroken and spontaneously broken theories and solve it in the tree approximation numerically on a computer. The Parisi-Wu approach to derive the Ward-Takahashi identities is discussed in § 4. The Goldstone model 9 ) is treated in § 5, whereas the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio modePO) is considered in § 6. The final section is devoted to discussion. There are three appendices briefly reviewing the interpolated loop expansion,6) presenting one-loop calculation in the present method and proving the equivalence of normal Ward-Takahashi identities of broken theories obtained in the operator and Parisi-Wu formalisms.*) §2 . Stochastic Schwinger-Dyson equation
The Parisi-Wu stochastic quantization of a scalar field theory in euclidean formulation is based on the Langevin equation (1) where the dot indicates the partial derivative with respect to the extra time variable r,¢(x, r) denotes random scalar field variable (assumed to be one-component if otherwise stated), 5=5 [¢] =fd 4 x.1' stands for the euclidean action of the classical field ¢ with lagrangian .1' and 7J is the gaussian, white noise field with
<7J(x, r»1)=O, <7J(x, r)7J(x', r'»1)=2n0
4 (x-x')0(r-r') . (2) In what follows we simply put n=l except in the series expansion with respect to n. For our purpose it is convenient 8 ) to introduce an external field lex) and define the generating functional for equal-r correlation functions by
W[j, d= (ex p ( -!d 4 x](x)¢(x, r»))1) =<(J)
[j, d>1) (3) with (J)[j, d=exp( -f d 4 x](x)¢(x, r» and ¢(x, r) being the solution to Eq. (1). The path-integral formula 
where -
The n-th cumulant at equal r is given by SnC(Xl, X2, "', Xn; r)=( _l)n-lZXlx2",xn[J, r]lf=O so that (9) (10)
In particular, we define from the translational invariance in the coordinate space for n=I *) There exists a compact form of the solution to Eqs. (7a, b), which is used 8 ) to prove the Feynman-Dyson perturbation formula in the equilibrium limit [---ex) provided f.L2>O. (12) and put
to obtain for n=2, 3:
We call vCr) the growing order parameter 3 ) which goes to a constant for r--->OO. It is well-known that the constant v(oo) which solves the Schwinger-Dyson equation (9) for] =0 determines the translationally invariant ground state of the theory. Obviously, knowing vCr) with arbitrary initial condition at r=O should give more information about the vacuum structure. In fact, to go beyond the ordinary Schwinger-Dyson framework it is necessary to solve the stochastic Schwinger-Dyson equation (8) 
The stochastic Schwinger-Dyson equation for z(j, r) reads
where
In this paper we define the tree approximation to be 1= j<0) where
In the equilibrium limit r--->OO we have the ordinary Schwinger-Dyson equation provided the limit exists.
We 
which indicates that z(j, r) is concave with respect to j as far as the derivative a 2 z(j, r)/ap exists. Implication of this for r--->oo, well-known in the literature
as the convexity of the effective potential will be discussed below. The evolution equation we are looking for turns out to be
with v(j, r)= -v( -j, r) coming from the reflection invariance of the theory under </> ---> -</>. This symmetry of course implies that, if v(j, r) is a solution, then -v( -j, r) is also a solution. The two solutions mayor may not be different depending on the initial condition as well as the boundary condition. Equation (19) becomes a quasilinear, partial differential equation ll ) in the tree approximation:
The The derivative of the diagrams with respect to v is obtained up to a sign by the r-->OO limit of the stochastic diagrams in Fig. 1 
where v=v(j)=z'(j) and, conversely, j=j(v) is determined by
This is to be contrasted with the path-integral method based on the loop expansion of the effective potential,
with Vcl(V)= U(v), which annoys us with the problems of the complexity and convexity in the case of spontaneously broken potentials.
Although the interpolated expansion 6 ) avoids these problems for the present model with discrete symmetry, it seems difficult to apply it to continuous symmetry because of the appearance of the massless Nambu-Goldstone bosons. On the contrary, we encounter no such problems in the present method because only the derivatives appear in the expansion (24) in Eq.
, defining the effective potential by integration.
Renormalization will be performed for T--->CXl as is explained below in the one-loop approximation. In this paper we mainly concentrate ourselves on the tree approxi- we conclude that, if fJ.
goes to 00 independently of the initial conditions at r=O, whereas, if fJ.2< 0, the initial-value dependence appears for /~:;,j02
but not for / > j02. We may summarize this result by saying that for fJ.2<0 and /:'O;;,j02
as r evolves to 00, and v i ( r) -> v+(j)( v-(j)) as r goes to 00 for j < -jo(jo < that (3) the stationary limit does not exist in the sense that the solution makes a "spiral rotation" toward but never penetrating a finite region around the fixed point inside the compact region as r grows if the initial curve Co goes through the regions V or VI. This is because the characteristic curves in the regions V and VI consist of the closed curves like the limit cycles. *) In this case the solution in one side of Co going through the compact region (j >0 in Fig. 7 in the path-integral (see Appendix A), but the reasoning here is quite different. Physically, this implies that the absolute minimum of the effective potential jumps discontinuously from v+(j) to v-(j) as j goes through zero from negative to positive sides. Consequently, the nonanalytic behavior should not depend on the approximation adopted in this paper. To see this at least for small j we integrate Eq. (19) to obtain ljdjvU, r)=jjU, vU, r), S2U, r), S3U, r».
We next approximate the integral (28) by the mean value of the integrand at end points for small j and divide the result by j*O, yielding is qualitatively valid without any approximation at least for small j (more slowly-rising or -lowering curves) provided that the renormalization is assumed to be carried out appropriately. For a=O, which is always possible, the initial curve passes through the origin. The discontinuous jumps E--> B, or inversely B--> E in Figs. 7 (a) and (c) occur as j crosses the zero. This corresponds to the so-called Maxwell rule of equal area in thermodynamics (see Refs. 5) and 6) in connection with spontaneous symmetry breakdown), and is described by a straight vertical path P in Fig. 4 which intersects the negative f-l2 axis, the discontinuous behaviour occurring at the intersect marked by a dot; if one moves down along p from topside, the corresponding point in Fig. 7 (a) goes along the solid line as F--> E--> B--> A, the mark 'dot' indicating the discontinuous jump E--> B. v(O, r) ), which is given by the characteristic curve j=O in Figs. 5(a) and (b) . We shall no longer consider it in our numerical calculations except in Fig. 6(c) , where the intercept on the vertical axis moves up to the origin as r ---7 co according to the corresponding solution.
vU,r)=2jU, vU, r), S2(j, r), S3(j, r»-v(O, r)

(2r).
Moving boundary condition is determined by the nontrivial solution of v(O, r) = PO)(O,
The effective potential given by the integration of Eq. (25b) in the tree approxima- Fig. 3(b) .) We note that this result is identical with the interpolated loop expansibn in the path-integral approach, one calculates the effective potential in the one-loop approximation, which involves an integration like 
(From Eq. (31) we would have lnf-l/2 instead of lnlf-l'21. The precise form of the .one-Ioop correction for finite r in the present method is much more complicated. See below.) Thus how to get around the problem of complexity is basically different from the path-integral. Let us now discuss 0 (h)-contribution given by the stochastic diagram with one cross X on the line (see Fig. 1 ). After a straightforward calculation as explained in Appendix B we find It is a simple exercise to prove the Goldstone theorem 9 ),lO),16) from Eq. (37) provided the symmetry C is spontaneously broken down in a way characterized by c. (Such a proof is impossible if we put c=O in Eq. (37) from the outset but the limit c-70 is to *) Violation of the invariance property CaZ[Jl=O by c=l=O reflects the appearance of massless NambuGoldstone bosons for spontaneously broken theories in the symmetric limit c=o'. Introduction of c=l=O in a specific way works as a mathematical trick to eliminate the surface term which would otherwise appear in the channel with the massless particles. be taken only in the end. In fact, Eq. (37) is derived in the operator formalism by already using the Goldstone theorem. This is a crucial point also in proving the existence of the equilibrium limit in the stochastic quantization of spontaneously broken scalar theories in the presence of massless N ambu-Goldstone bosons as will be discussed in the next section.)
The ) with G= U(l) is characterized by the lagrangian (in euclidean formulation) (39) where if; is a complex field, if;* its complex cojugate, ;1>0 and li<O. In order to stochastically quantize it we introduce a complex white noise field 7J with its complex conjugate 7J* satisfying <7J>~=<7J*>~=<7J7J>~=<7J*7J*>~=0*) and <7J(x, r)7J*(x', r'»~=2tio4(x-x')o(r-r') . 
where F(r; j,j*]=F(x, r; j,j*] does not "depend on x.
This equation is easily solved for small Ijl in precisely the same way as Eq. (19) is solved by approximating it by Eq. (30) for small j (analytical integration was possible only in the tree approximation). To see this we put
and assume that renormalization has already been performed in Eq. (43) 
O(6j (6, P(6, r) Fig. 9 where the two surin the tree approximation when the initial faces are obtained by rotating the curves condition is pea, 0)=0. The two surfaces can be obtained by rotating the curves AB and EF AB and EF in Fig.3(b) , corresponding to in Fig. 3(b) .
the tree approximation: 
where F(r, v(r), v*(r))=F(r; 0,0] and the limit c-->O is to be taken only after r-->=.
Using the notation x=(l/ J2)(X1 + iX2) for x= ¢, v, ] and c, and putting Slj(x, y; r)
=_!J2Z[j,]*; r]/()ji(x)()jiy)
IJ=o we find in the tree approximation with the modified lagrangian (48) and (49) where i=l, 2
, St=O if i-=l=-j, IJ}(r)=f1. 2 +(J../2)v1 2 (r)+(J../6)v2 2 (r) and f1.2 2 (r)=f1. 2 +(J../6) V12( r) + (J../2)V2 2 ( r).
We now look for a solution to Eq. (48) breakjng the U(l) symmetry by putting C1 -=1=-0 and C2=0**) with the initial condition v(O)=O. Equation (48) (or, its more general form coming from F but not simply from F(O») immediately tells that vz(r)=O. Since C1-->0 eventually, it is enough to solve v1(r) for small C1. The solution is given in a form similar to that of Eq. (30) in the tree approximation with the result V1=V1(=) =±j-6f1.2/J.. -(c1/2f1.2), the ± sign depending on the sign of C1 so that f1. .£0= ¢(ro+m)¢,
We choose Dirac matrices to be hermitian and satisfy {/P, /v}=2opvCu, ).1=1, 2, 3, 4) with /5=/1/2/3/4. Note g>O for attractive interaction as usual. Since the fermion mass m>O is dynamically generated in this model*) we rearrange the original lagrangian to regard .£0 as free lagrangian and .£1 as perturbation as in Ref. 10) . The model enjoys the chiral symmetry if m=ml. For the present purpose we assume m=l=ml and will put m=ml later. The stochastic quantization of the model proceeds as follows. For simplicity we employ the linear, fermion Langevin equation : 15 ) if;(x, r)=-I-1 ~~I+7J(x, r), This IJrescription corresponds to the c-term method,3) in spinor theory and allows us to study both unbroken and spontaneously broken phases of the chiral symmetry. **) We use the notation < ... )._,,=,<.:) •. The derivation is simple and we here quote the result*) 
The first term on the right-hand side is cancelled in Eq. (56), while the second term is evaluated by the invariant cutoff at p2= A 2:
In this way we obtain 
which has a solution if g>27r 2 /A2. The solution (58) with the constraint (59) is represented by a curve in Fig. lO(a) . Equation (57) may be rewritten as If dv(j) /dj s, 0, or equivalently, j( v) has negative gradient it is convex. This is the case for f-l2>0 and can be obtained for f-l2<0 in the interpolated loop expansion and also in the stochastic quantization method by choosing a special class of the initial conditions as seen from Figs. 7(a, c) . Choice of these initial conditions precisely reproduces the result of the interpolated loop expansion regarding the nonanalytic behaviour of the order parameter at vanishing source. As for the loop expansion we conjecture from Fig. 2 We recall that quantum Green's functions of non-gauge theories calculated in the stochastic quantization method are believed to be independent of the initial conditions. This is obviously true for ,i>O. For ,i<O, however, this is shown (in the tree approximation) to be valid for v only in the one-root region outside the separating curves in Fig. 4 . We have disscussed the initial-value dependence for J1-2< 0 by solving the quasi-linear, partial differential equation (20a, b) in terms of the characteristic equations. We expect that this result remains true in general.
Finally, it should be remembered that Eqs. (20a, b) in the case of spontaneously broken potentials have interesting solutions with the initial condition v(j,O)=a(j) with a(O)=O (Co going through the origin and being confined inside the regions 1+ III and II+IV), which, for a(j)=O, are depicted in Figs. 7(a, b) . We also found other interesting solutions which, as shown in Fig. 7(e) , "sweep out" the compact region (V in the figure) with a certain region around the fixed point never touched as T grows indefinitely. We note, however, that a physical meaning of Parisi and Wu's time variable T, if any, has not yet been clarified. meet the renormalization conditions (32) for r--->co,*) we obtain the renormalized expression Iren=I +L1I which essentially gives Eqs. (35a, b) .
Appendix C --Ward-Takahashi Identities in the Operator Formalism--
In this appendix only we work with minkowski metric. Only in the final result we go over to the euclidean metric. Let ¢(x) be multi-component scalar field operator and consider the transformation ¢---> ¢+o¢ generated by with ml=O (Nambu-Goldstone bosons in the channel Rav=;'=O), we rewrite Eq. (C o 2) as *) If ,"<0, the renormalization point v=O is outside the region where the equilibrium limit exists since we are using the euclidean formulation. In this case using the reality of the integral I we perform the renormalization in view of the relation !O\v)= -dV(l)(v )/dv with Eq. (33). Precisely speaking, we have to rely on the if' prescription of the minkowski formulation. It may also be argued that the renormalization point should be chosen inside an allowable region of v. 
